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Abstract— We report the study of a radiation resistant single
mode optical fiber doped with fluorine exposed to mixed neutron
and γ -radiation up to 1017 n/cm2 fluence and >2 MGy dose to
evaluate its performances when used as the sensing element of
a distributed Optical Frequency Domain Reflectometry (OFDR).
The use of complementary spectroscopic techniques highlights
some differences between the responses of solely γ -radiation
(10 MGy) or mixed neutron and γ (1017 n/cm2+ > 2 MGy)
irradiated samples. Those differences are linked to the defect
generation rather than to structural changes of the a-SiO2 host
matrix. We show that a modification of the refractive index of
∼ 10−5 is induced at the highest investigated neutron fluence.
However, the feasibility of distributed temperature measurements
along the irradiated fiber is demonstrated with an accuracy of
0.1 ◦C over a sensing length up to ∼ 130 m with the tested
OBR4600 interrogator. These results are very promising for
the integration of OFDR sensors in mixed neutron and gamma
radiation environments.
Index Terms— Neutrons, optical fiber sensors, radiation,
Rayleigh scattering.
I. INTRODUCTION
OPTICAL fiber sensors (OFS) are more and more consid-ered for integration in harsh environments characterized
by moderate to high levels (doses and fluences) of radiation.
Most of the studies have been devoted to the radiation effects
on the transmission of optical fibers, highlighting that the radi-
ation induced attenuation (RIA) is the most influential mech-
anism altering the signal propagation [1]. Other phenomena,
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such as radiation induced emission (RIE) or radiation induced
refractive index change (RIRIC) affect also the performances
of optical fibers in some applications [1]. While the RIA
reduces the sensing length that can be used, the RIRIC will
induce errors on the measured parameters due to the local
evolution of the refractive index.
With the development of distributed sensors based on
Raman, Brillouin or Rayleigh scattering, new radiation effects
have been considered in addition to RIA, RIE and RIRIC. For
Brillouin sensing, a Radiation-induced Brillouin Frequency
Shift (RI-BFS) was observed and causes an additional error in
the estimation of temperature or strain values by the systems,
amplitudes of RI-BFS being, like the RIA, dependent on
various parameters such as the fiber composition [2]. Raman
sensors have been shown to be sensitive to the RIA used to
evaluate the temperature along the sensing fiber, which, if not
corrected [3], is responsible of huge errors on temperature
responses of single-ended systems. Recent results have shown
that Rayleigh sensors are more robust against total ionizing
dose (TID): the temperature and strain coefficients are not
affected nor by permanent effects up to at least 10 MGy(SiO2)
irradiation dose [4] either by steady-state irradiation up to,
at least, 1 MGy(SiO2) [5]. Nevertheless, fiber packaging
influences the OFDR sensor response: radiation changes the
mechanical properties of the coating surrounding the fiber
core/cladding and can lead to errors in strain or temperature
distributed measurements. Irradiations up to 3 MGy, as well as
thermal treatments up to the maximum operating temperature
of this surrounding coating, have been shown to improve the
performances of the sensors under harsh environments [6], [7].
In this work we investigate the behavior of OFDR sensors
to fission neutrons (0.8 MeV) at fluences up to 1017 n/cm2.
The explored fluence levels are representative of several
applications within nuclear power plants (NPPs) covering
both their nominal or accidental operations. The feasibility of
OFDR temperature measurements was already demonstrated in
nuclear reactor [8], under a neutron flux of 1.2 × 1013 n/cm2s
and γ -dose rate of 1 MGy/h. Previous studies performed
at comparable fluences but with 14 MeV neutrons [9],
demonstrate that X-rays, γ -rays and neutrons globally lead
to the same defect generation mechanisms and the same
class of defects contributes to the induced losses in fluorine-
doped optical fiber i.e. E’ center, ≡Si·, nonbridging oxygen
hole center (NBOHC), ≡Si−O·; peroxy radical (POR),
≡Si−O − O·; and H(I), O =Si· − H. However, neutrons may
affect more strongly the acrylate or polyimide coating material
than γ -rays and, as already mentioned, coating alteration can
impact the OFDR response by modifying the internal stress
distribution in the fiber transverse cross section [6]. Moreover,
previous studies reveal that, above 1017-1018 n/cm2, the silica
amorphous structure is directly affected by displacement dam-
age [10] that may act on the sensor performances exploiting
the Rayleigh signature of the amorphous glass.
Consequently, the understanding of generation mechanisms
of these defects is relevant to improve the radiation resistance
of optical fibers. Previous studies have shown that pure silica
core (PSC) and F-doped fibers exhibit lowest RIA levels in
both UV-Visible [1] and infrared (IR) [4] spectral domains for
high irradiation doses; they are, for this reason, of particular
interest for the design of radiation hardened distributed fiber
sensors for nuclear industry.
The purpose of this work is to study the response of fluorine
doped single mode fiber as OFDR-based sensor in mixed
γ and neutron environments. This radiation hardened optical
fiber shows good OFDR sensing properties at MGy dose levels
and for irradiation temperature range of [30 ◦C– 100 ◦C] [5].
The evaluation at the system level is combined to a spectro-
scopic analysis (absorption, confocal micro-luminescence and
electron paramagnetic resonance - EPR) on the point defects
generated under mixed neutrons/gamma and pure gamma
environments allowing a better comprehension on the involved
mechanisms at the basis of the radiation induced effects.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
We tested a fluorine (F)-doped single mode fiber (SMF)
developed by iXBlue manufacturer with an acrylate coating
(maximum operating temperature 80◦C). The sizes of core and
cladding diameters are ∼ 10 μm and ∼ 125 μm, respectively,
and the fluorine concentration is about 0.2 wt.% in the core
and ∼ 1.5 wt.% in the cladding. We investigated the properties
of non-irradiated fiber as well as those exposed to a mixed
neutron and γ -ray environment up to neutron fluences of 1017
n/cm2 and γ -doses >2 MGy.
The neutron irradiations were performed at:
• The PROSPERO reactor of the Commissariat à l’énergie
atomique et aux énergies alternatives (CEA), (Valduc,
France) to reach fluences between 1013 n/cm2 and
1014 n/cm2 of fission neutrons (0.8 MeV) (with an
additional γ -dose in the kGy level).
• The 2 MW pool-type TRIGA Mark II reactor of the
CNESTEN, Centre National de l’Energie, des Sciences
et des Techniques Nucléaires, (Maamoura, Morocco).
The accumulated fluence of fast neutrons (>9 keV)
varies between 1015 n/cm2 (with an additional γ -dose
of 0.02 MGy) and 1017 n/cm2 (with an additional γ -dose
higher than 2 MGy).
Distributed temperature and strain measurements were car-
ried out after irradiation (post-mortem) with an OBR 4600
from Luna Technologies equipped with a laser probe source
centered at 1550 nm (accuracy of 1.5 pm) and tuned over a
range of 21 nm. The spatial resolution was 40 μm for the
scattering pattern along a maximum fiber length of 70 m, and 
was set to 1 cm and 0.2 cm for distributed temperature and 
strain measurements, respectively.
According to our previous studies [6], [7], we performed a 
pre-thermal treatment up to the maximum operating temper-
ature of the acrylate coating, i.e. the maximal temperature it 
can resist without degrading the fiber properties, to stabilize 
the fiber/coating configuration and consequently the fiber 
temperature coefficient CT values. The temperature profile 
of the thermal treatment was set from 30 ◦C to  80 ◦C 
with an incremental step T of 5◦C. The fibers were main-
tained at the same temperature for each step for half an 
hour.
Temperature calibration was done in stabilized oven con-
trolled with a type K thermocouple; each fiber temperature 
sensitivity coefficient, CT, was determined from the linear 
slope response of the Rayleigh spectral shift with temperature. 
For such experiments, all the samples, both non-irradiated 
and irradiated ones, were spliced to each other in series to 
perform the temperature treatment at the same time on a 
sample segment of ∼ 12 m long.
Strain was induced by stretching the samples with a 
translation set up coupled to an adapted tensile gauge for 
both the evaluation of the applied constraint and its stability 
during the measurement. The strain applied along the fiber is 
given by the relation: ε = L/L, where L (L) is the length 
(extension) of the stretched fiber (∼ 50 cm). Strain sensitivity 
coefficient, Cε, was determined from the slope of the Rayleigh 
spectral shift with strain in the range [∼ 0 με − 4000 με].
RIA in the visible spectral range was measured with the 
cutback method; we injected light from a Halogen source 
into the sample; the signal transmitted through the fiber link 
was analyzed with a UV-Visible optimized spectrometer from 
200 to 900 nm. The infrared contribution was evaluated at 
1550 nm with an Optical Time Domain Reflectometer (OTDR, 
EXFOFTB-7400E) [11]. The measurements were performed 
with a signal pulse width of 10 ns and an exposure time 
of 180 s.
Confocal micro-luminescence and micro-Raman (CML-R) 
measurements were performed to investigate the distributions 
of neutron and gamma induced active optical centers and 
profiles along the fiber transverse cross sections by using an 
Aramis spectrometer associated with a He-Cd ion laser excita-
tion line (energy 325 nm (3.8 eV)) and supplied with a CCD 
camera, micro translation stages and a ×40 objective. The 
employed experimental conditions lead to a spatial resolution 
of about 3μm.
The EPR was used to identify and quantify the paramagnetic 
centers induced by the radiation. E’-Si and H(I) defects are 
probed at room temperature (300 K), whereas NBOH and 
POR centers were checked at low temperature (77K) using 
a Bruker EMX-Micro Bay spectrometer working at 9.8 GHz 
with a magnetic-field modulation frequency of 100 kHz. The 
absolute concentration of defects was estimated by comparing 
the double integral of the EPR spectrum with a reference 
silica sample. To this aim, we used an irradiated silica bulk 
sample whose E’ concentration was known by spin-echo 
measurements, the accuracy of the absolute concentration
Fig. 1. (a) Temperature and (b) strain coefficients as a function of the total
deposited dose (expressed in MGy [13]) for mixed neutron and γ -irradiated
fibers. The associated neutron fluence is reported in the top horizontal-axis.
being estimated as 50% whereas the relative error among the
different defect types is about 20% [12].
In order to understand the effect of the mixed radiation
environment on OFDR-based sensors we studied the trend
of temperature and strain coefficients as a function of the
total deposited neutron fluence and gamma dose. To highlight
a direct comparison with γ -rays, from the total accumu-
lated fluence (expressed in n/cm2) we calculate the equiv-
alent deposited dose (in MGy) using the converting factor
1 Gy(SiO2) equal to 2 × 1012 n/cm2 to sum up the additional
γ -dose [13].
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Distributed Sensing
In this section we report the results on OFDR distrib-
uted sensors to investigate their response to mixed exposure.
The comparison with only-γ irradiated samples, investigated
in [14], will be discussed later.
The results of CT and Cε as a function of the equivalent total
dose are reported in Fig. 1 (a) and Fig. 1 (b). In the case of CT,
we note that mixed radiation affects CTs only for the highest
Fig. 2. Temperature evolution as a function of the time measured on the
(1017 n/cm2+ > 2 MGy) sample (open red circles) and compared with
thermocouple reference results (black line).
dose (i.e. 1017 n/cm2+ > 2 MGy) where the coefficient varies
of 5 % with respect to the others values. This variation, if
not taken into account in temperature measurements, allows
an error on distributed measurement due to the temperature
calibration up to ∼ 3 ◦C at 80 ◦C. In the case of Cεs, the
dose dependence is not as precisely determined due to the
complexity of the measurements: we find that the values are
indeed scattered within a variation of 5%, highlighted by the
blue rectangle in Fig. 1 (b).
Once the CT is determined, the performances of temperature
OFDR-sensors have been tested. The measurement as a func-
tion of the time is reported in Fig. 2 for the entire temperature
profile. We can note that temperature, measured with the
sample irradiated at the highest dose, is well determined
during the experiment. The comparison with thermocouple
results allows estimating the accuracy of our measurement:
we obtain pretty good performances, being the temperature
well determined with a precision of 0.1 ◦C in each step from
30 ◦C to 80 ◦C.
B. Spectroscopic Analysis
In this section we report the results obtained by coupling
diverse spectroscopic techniques. The investigation was per-
formed on both mixed and only-γ irradiated samples and the
results are directly compared for each technique.
Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (b) display RIA in the visible spectrum
and at 1550 nm as a function of the equivalent deposited
dose, respectively. The measure of the RIA in the visible
is compared for the two samples irradiated at higher doses
(i.e. 1017 n/cm2+ > 2 MGy and 10 MGy). Our results
highlight at least two different contributions to the attenuation.
We find an UV-absorption tail which increases at shorter wave-
lengths and an absorption band centered at around 630 nm that
is well associated with the NBOHC defects [15].
We can observe that RIA level is higher in the mixed
neutron and γ irradiated sample than in the only-γ irradiated
one with RIA levels of ∼ 6 dB/m and ∼ 3 dB/m respectively.
In the IR, we observe that, for mixed neutron and γ -irradiated
Fig. 3. (a) RIA spectra in UV-Visible range for mixed neutron fluence and γ -rays at 1017 n/cm2+ > 2 MGy (black dotted line) and with only γ -rays
at 10 MGy (black solid line). (b) Radiation induced attenuation of studied optical fibers at 1550 nm as a function of the total deposited dose (expressed in
MGy [13]) for mixed neutron and γ -irradiated fiber (open circles) and only ã-irradiated fiber (solid squares adapted from [4]).
samples, RIA at 1550 nm starts to increase with radiation
at 1015 n/cm2 and reaches 75 dB/km at the highest fluence,
whereas for lower fluences (1013 and 1014 n/cm2) RIA remains
negligible in our samples being the attenuation similar to non-
irradiated sample (∼ 0.4 dB/km). From the comparison with
γ -irradiated samples (data are adapted from [4]), we note that
at the highest fluence RIA is higher than after a 10 MGy
γ -dose irradiation (55 dB/km) remaining within the same
order of magnitude.
Thanks to the CML technique it was possible to investigate
the photoluminescence (PL) properties of pre-existing and
induced defects to highlight the differences in their generation
during mixed or only gamma exposures. Fig. 4 reports the
comparison between not-irradiated and irradiated samples with
the highest doses: 1017 n/cm2+ > 2 MGy and 10 MGy.
PL spectra in both core and cladding zones (Fig. 4 (a)
and Fig. 4 (b) respectively) show a band peaked around
650 nm, associated with the NBOHCs [16], [17] for which
their radial distribution is reported in Fig. 4 (c) demonstrating
the impact of the F-co-doping on their concentration [17].
These defects are mainly located in the fiber core, whereas in
the cladding their concentration decreases towards the outside
part of the fiber. It is worth noting that the concentration of
NBOHC in the cladding decreases before in mixed neutron
and γ irradiated samples than in only-γ irradiated ones, result
better highlighted from the 2D maps in the whole fibers
of Fig. 4 (e) and Fig. 4 (f), where we can note a higher
luminescence signal of these centers in the cladding for
the 10 MGy irradiated sample. Another PL band is observed
in the green region with characteristics depending on the
radiation nature: we find that it is peaked at 527 nm for
1017 n/cm2+ > 2 MGy irradiated sample, whereas it is
centered at 515 nm for 10 MGy irradiated sample. We
acknowledge that a similar band was observed in [18], [19];
these finding suggest that neutrons induce an intrinsic pecu-
liar defect characterized by this green photoluminescence.
The radial distribution of the PL band at 530 nm, reported
in Fig. 4 (d), reveals a difference between the two radiation
sources. We find, indeed, that in mixed neutron and γ irra-
diated sample the luminescence is one order of magnitude
higher than in only γ -irradiated one and we note that the
concentration increases in the core in mixed neutron and γ
irradiated sample, whereas it slightly decreases in γ irradiated
ones.
Fig. 5 reports EPR spectra in the 10 MGy irradiated sample:
in Fig. 5 (a) one of the most common intrinsic defects, the
E’, characterized by axial symmetry; its EPR spectrum was
recorded at RT. A variant of the E’ center can be also observed
in EPR spectra, the H(I) defect, reported in Fig. 5 (b), consist-
ing of a dangling Si bond with one neighboring O substituted
by a H atom. The hyperfine interaction between the unpaired
electron and the H nucleus, with spin of 1/2, originates the
doublet of 74 G. Also its spectrum was measured at RT.
In contrast to these centers, the oxygen-related defect signals
(NBOHC and POR) are large (∼ 30 G) and they overlap,
so they cannot be distinguished at RT; so measurements at low
temperature, (77 K liquid nitrogen), are needed to separate the
two spectra, shown in Fig. 5 (c), whose relative contributions
can be estimated by a deconvolution procedure.
The defect concentrations as a function of the equivalent
dose are reported in Fig. 6. All defect concentrations increase
with the dose, both in mixed neutron and γ irradiated sample
and in only-γ irradiated ones.
We observe that POR and H(I) concentration is higher
in mixed neutron and γ irradiated samples that in only-γ
irradiated one, whereas we reach similar value of concentration
in the case of E’ and NBOH centers. E’ centers exhibit the
highest concentration of ∼ 1017 cm−3.
In Fig. 7 we report the Raman spectra recorded in the
samples irradiated at the highest doses, i.e. 1017n/cm2+ >
2MGy and 10 MGy. The comparison evidences that the
spectra remain almost unchanged, thus suggesting that the
explored fluence range is not high enough to observe structural
modifications induced on the silica matrix. However, we
Fig. 4. PL spectra emitted from (a) the core center and (b) the cladding of the fiber irradiated with mixed neutron fluence and γ -rays at 1017 n/cm2+ > 2 MGy
(black dotted line) and with only γ -rays at 10 MGy (black solid line). (c) and (d) show PL intensity profiles along the diameter of 650 nm and 530 nm bands
in 1017 n/cm2+ > 2 MGy (open circles) and 10 MGy (solid squares) irradiated samples; red points represent the F-profile. In (e) and (f) the 2D maps of the
emission at 650 nm are reported for mixed neutron fluence and γ -rays at 1017 n/cm2+ > 2 MGy and only γ -rays at 10 MGy, respectively.
Fig. 5. EPR first harmonic spectra in the samples irradiated at 10 MGy.
(a) shows E’ center line, in (b) is shown the doublet of the H(I) center, and
the (c) shows EPR spectrum associated with the NBOH and the POR centers.
observed slight differences on the bands at ∼ 800 cm−1 and
∼ 1050 cm−1 associated with the bending and the asymmetric
stretching of Si-O-Si bridges [20].
IV. DISCUSSION
The investigation on distributed OFDR measurements in
mixed neutron and γ radiation environment reveal differ-
ences for the fluence of 1017 n/cm2 and doses exceeding
the MGy range. We have indeed observed a change in the
CT of 5% at the highest dose. Comparing these results with
those obtained in only γ -irradiated samples [14] we notice
that the coefficient value corresponding to the highest flu-
ences is similar to the 1 MGy irradiated sample (values are
(6.59± 0.02)·10−6 ◦C−1 for the 1 MGy irradiated sample of
reference [14] and (6.58± 0.01)·10−6 ◦C−1 in 1017 n/cm2
irradiated sample) thus suggesting that both mixed neutron and
γ -radiation at these fluences and doses can change the fiber
response. As a first approximation, the radiation, by acting
on the coating stabilization, changes the coating/fiber config-
uration according to the studies on thermic and mechanical
properties on acrylate coated optical fibers of [21]. We have
shown, however, that the CT change is not affecting tem-
perature measurements that have shown good performances
(accuracy of 0.1 ◦C) up to the highest temperature probed,
i.e. 80◦C.
Fig. 6. Concentration of (a) Si- E’, (b) H(I), (c) NBOHC and (d) POR
point defects as a function total deposited dose [13]. Solid point indicated the
only-γ irradiated samples, whereas open point are mixed neutron and γ
irradiated ones.
Fig. 7. Raman spectra recorded in the core center of
1017 n/cm2+ > 2 MGy (black dotted line) and 10 MGy (black solid
line) irradiated samples. The red line indicates the data obtained for
non-irradiated sample.
To go further on the induced radiation effects, in Fig. 8 we
have reported the spectral shift as a function of the fiber length
path for different temperatures, acquired during the calibration.
We can observe that the spectral shift is pretty uniform
along each sample, thus allowing a comparison of its value
for the different doses. We note also that the value of recorded
spectral shift is the same from non-irradiated sample to
1016 n/cm2 + 0.2 MGy and that it changes for the highest
doses. We have calculated this spectral shift difference (SSD)
Fig. 8. Spectral shift as a function of the sample path length at some different
temperature steps during the temperature calibration. The non-irradiated, as
well as the irradiated segments are spliced to each other to perform the
calibration in the same conditions for all the samples.
Fig. 9. Refractive index radial distributions in non-irradiated (black point)
and 1017n/cm2+ > 2MGy irradiated one (red points). The inset shows a
zoom in the fiber core. The results are shown by taking the difference with
respect the refractive index in the exterior part of the cladding.
between non-irradiated and 1017 n/cm2+ > 2MGy obtaining
that it is function of the temperature: 0.6 GHz for 40 ◦C up
to 3.6 GHz at 80 ◦C.
It is well known that the Rayleigh signature of a given
fiber is dependent on the refractive index fluctuation along its
length [22], [23], fluctuation which also influences the spectral
shift calculation by [24]:
−ν
νC
= n
n
(1)
where νC=c/λC, with c the speed of the light and λC = 1550
nm, and n the refractive index of the fiber core. Then, from the
measured values of SSD we are able to estimate the refractive
index variation in 1017 n/cm2+ > 2MGy irradiated sample
finding values from ∼ 0.5 · 10−5 at 40 ◦C to ∼ 3 · 10−5 at
80 ◦C. These values of refractive index variations induced by
mixed exposure are in agreement with those obtained from n
radial measurements, reported in Fig. 9, from which we have
extracted the variation of nwith ∼ 7·10−5 in the fiber core, see
inset of Fig. 8, (it is worth noting that obtained refractive index
variation values are near the limit imposed by the experimental
technique).
The use of complementary spectroscopic techniques has
allowed studying the main radiation effects at the microscopic
scale and estimating the differences induced by the two
environments here considered. We have found that both mixed
neutron and γ and only- γ irradiations lead to the generation of
the same defects as highlighted from absorption, luminescence
and EPR measurements. We have observed that the radiation
induced losses are higher in 1017n/cm2+ > 2MGy than
10 MGy irradiated samples, even if they remain in the same
order of magnitude. These findings agree with the study
reported by Henschel et al., where it is shown that γ and
neutron irradiations lead to the same induced losses if the
fluences is <1014 n/cm2 whereas higher fluences of neutrons
cause higher losses than γ irradiation [25].
V. CONCLUSION
In this work we have reported the characterization of an
F-doped single mode optical fiber exposed to mixed neu-
tron and γ -radiation to evaluate its performances as sensing
element of distributed an OFDR-sensors.
The use of complementary spectroscopic techniques has
allowed studying the principal radiation effects such as RIA,
photoluminescence and EPR of induced point defects. We have
found that the main effect induced by both kinds of radiations
is the generation of point defects such as E’, NBOHC, H(I) and
POR which generate similar absorption and EPR properties.
Luminescence investigation has evidenced that the presence
of neutrons affects differently the radial distribution of the
NBOHC. Moreover, a green luminescence band, centered at
∼ 527 nm, is peculiarly observed in mixed neutron and
γ -irradiated samples.
Furthermore, the calibration measurement of an
OFDR-sensor has shown that a modification of the refractive
index of ∼ 10−5 is induced by the exposure to mixed
radiation environments. Nevertheless, the feasibility of
distributed temperature measurements is demonstrated with
an accuracy of 0.1 ◦C at the highest investigated doses
of 1017 n/cm2+ > 2MGy, thus suggesting that the RIRIC
acts on temperature coefficient, which became function of the
refractive index:
CT → CT (n) (2)
Even if the sensing parameters dependence on refractive
index has to be further investigated to improve and to predict
their behavior radiation environments, reported results have
shown that OFDR remains a promising solution for the devel-
opment of distributed sensors also in mixed environments with
presence of neutrons.
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